Elementary Connect at Chandler Online Academy services Kindergarten through Sixth grade students in a virtual environment. Multiple synchronous learning experiences will be provided for daily, including LIVE instruction to support the developmental needs of elementary students. Elementary Connect will also provide LIVE opportunities for whole class experiences to collaborate and create a school culture in the virtual setting.

### GENERAL EDUCATION

- Google Classroom, Google Meets, Buzz
- Florida Virtual (FLVS) Course Content: ELA, Math, Science, Social Science and Special areas (Art, PE, Spanish and Technology) SELF-PACED
- Use of adopted resources to supplement FLVS
- Small skill-based groups to differentiate instruction LIVE
- Instructional interventions provided—SELF-PACED and LIVE

### HIGHLIGHTS

- CUSD benchmark assessments and state assessments administered
- Adopted Social Emotional Learning resources utilized in morning meeting
- Access to Counselor & Success Coach
- Training specific to issues related to online teaching and the online learner
- Monthly virtual field trips
- Monthly newsletters to parents
- 3 LIVE interactions daily with teacher

### GIFTED EDUCATION

- Gifted Endorsed Teacher
- Google Classroom
- Problem-Based Learning projects
- Shared Inquiry discussions LIVE
- Differentiation of adopted resources for enrichment and acceleration
- Connected to brick-and-mortar events

### HIGHLIGHTS

- Resource teachers engages students in LIVE instruction
- Collaboration between resource teacher and online teacher to assist in the creation of individualized, specially designed instruction

### DUAL-LANGUAGE EDUCATION

- Google Classroom
- Florida Virtual (FVLS) Course Content
- Language immersion instruction to be provided in special block LIVE
- Bi-weekly immersion language conversation LIVE
- Connected to brick-and-mortar DLI events

### ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

- Online teacher to utilize individualized language learner plan to plan instruction for ELL students
- Collaboration with ELL specialist and the online teacher
- LIVE instruction provided

---

**SAFER. STRONGER. TOGETHER.**

**CHANDLER ONLINE ACADEMY**